
Sponsorship Oppertunnities 
Show Sponsorship  Show sponsorship is yearly for at least $500.00. This 

includes a mention of your business every time that show is aired, along with the 

website logo and your information on our website. We will also feature you in 

digital form in our booth and do a separate audio promotion as well which will 

play randomly. We have 9 shows currently that could be utilized. 
Music Sponsorship      Music sponsorship is yearly for at least $500.00. This 

includes a mention of your business every time that a music block is aired, along 

with the website logo and your information on our website. We will also feature 

you in digital form in our booth and do a separate audio promotion as well which 

will play randomly. We have 10 music lists that rotate currently. 

Event Booth  Our main sponsorship is yearly for at least $2500.00. The 

person who sponsors this can place their name on our cover which means that the 

sponsor is buying our new cover for a 10 x 10 frame. Your website logo and 

information will be on our website and cover. We will also feature you in physical 

form in our booth and do a separate audio promotion as well which will be played 

randomly.  

Travel/Equipment/Hosting We have some lofty goals to attend events and could 

use some help covering fees, fuel and equipment for these trips and to gain better 

access to our clients. We have pretty good gear, but we have monthly costs which 

we would like to cover for hosting. These monthly fees are just less than $250.00 a 

month combined. If we were to get one sponsor to cover this for a year we would 

increase the visibility for that individual beyond the promos we would do for them. 

Swag  We could use some goodies for our friends and those that come by the 

booth, this could be CDs, Hats, Die Cast Cars, shirts or any other material that 

promotes you as long as you are already working with us, donating or are aligned 

with our healing efforts.     

Host Your Own Show  We could arrange for a time slot, and you could host a 

show about what you do but understand this cannot be a giant advertisement. 

Maybe you do a music/interview show with your product slipped in. We are 

looking for $1000.00 because there is a learning curve, and my help may be 

needed. I am guessing at least 12 episodes a year. 

Other   well let’s think together to help others and see what we come up with. 


